
 

GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS 
 

Scope of the Journal: The IPRI Journal is dedicated to research, analysis and evaluation of 

international strategic and emerging issues as well as events of global and regional importance 

relevant to South Asia in general and Pakistan in particular.  
 

Submission Deadlines: Research scholars who wish to contribute original, unpublished 

articles to the Journal may submit these by the end of March for the Summer Issue and by the 

end of September for the Winter Issue.  
 

Article Word Limit: Articles should be between 5000-8000 words, with an abstract of 150-200 

words, along with key words.  
 

Book Reviews: Reviews of recent books by scholars of standing in their field should be 

approximately 1000 words.  
 

Editorial and Review Process: All submissions are screened using Turnitin - a similarity 

detection software. Referenced/cited text should not exceed 19 per cent of the manuscript. 

Articles shortlisted by the Editorial Board undergo two double-blind reviews (national and 

international). During this stage, articles may not be approved for publication by the referees. 

However, if they are found suitable for the Journal, reviewers may recommend either major or 

minor changes in the manuscript. The revision process might comprise multiple rounds. Peer 

review timelines vary depending on reviewer availability and responsiveness.  
 

Citation Format: Footnotes should be based on The Chicago Manual of Style 16th Edition (Full 

Note). The following examples are cited for guidance:  

 

Chapter or Part of a Book:  Kamal Monnoo, “The Geonomics of CPEC,” in CPEC: Macro 

and Micro Economic Dividends for Pakistan and the Region, ed. 

Sarah Siddiq Aneel (Islamabad: Islamabad Policy Research 

Institute, 2015), 20-21. 
 

Journal Article:  Murad Ali, “US Aid to Pakistan during the Tenures of Democrat 

and Republican Administrations,” IPRI Journal XVI, no. 2 (2016): 

31-48 (35, 37). 
 

Newspaper Article:  Muhammad Hanif, “Why India is Opposing CPEC?” Pakistan 

Observer, February 27, 2017,  

 http://pakobserver.net/why-india-is-opposing-cpec/. 
 

Website:  Andrew Wood, “Putin is Running out of Options in Syria,” 

CNN.com, April 10, 2017, 

http://edition.cnn.com/2017/04/10/opinions/putin-options-syria-

opinion-wood/index.html?iid=ob_lockedrail_bottomlist. 

 

For reference to a single work cited in the Note immediately preceding, use Ibid. For reference 

cited already elsewhere, use the short title form (e.g. Ali, “US Aid to Pakistan,” 39.) Give page 

number, if different from the one already cited. Cite only the most authentic and up-to-date 

references. 
 

Writing Style:  

1. British English should be used.  

2. Dates should be written as January 1, 2017. 

3. Acronyms should be written within brackets after writing the words in full on first use, e.g., 

the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). Subsequently, only 

SAARC should be used without brackets. 

4. “Per cent” should be used in the text, instead of % sign.  

5. Complete references of all figures, graphs, images, maps and tables need to be provided. 
 

Submission Procedure: Author/s are required to submit both soft and hard copies in MS Word 

format, along with their brief introduction, complete contact details and a letter certifying article 

originality and it not being submitted anywhere else for publication to the Editor at the following 

address: 
 

Postal Address: Islamabad Policy Research Institute (IPRI)  

Fifth Floor, E.T. Complex, Sir Agha Khan Road, F-5/1, Islamabad 44000, Pakistan 

Tel: +92-51 9211346-49; Fax: +92-51 9211350 

Email:  ipri.editor@gmail.com 

 

Note: IPRI holds the right to accept or reject any paper/book review at any stage from being 

published in the Journal. 


